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ABSTRACT 

A quantitative analysis of carrier-carrier scattering for electron-hole semi

conductor plasmas is presented. Material parameters appropriate for GaAs are 

used for all calculations. Calculations are performed using the Boltzmann equa

tion for carrier-carrier scattering. Screening of the Coulomb potential is treated 

in the fully-dynamical random phase approximation. Results are shown for room

temperature near-equilibrium and far-from-equilibrium plasmas. Also, the equilib

rium zero momentum scattering rates are calculated as a function of temperature 

(T = 10K to T = 1000K) and density (n = 1015 cm-3 to n = 1019 cm-3 ). Ul

trafast scattering rates (on the order of 10 fs) are found to result for a carrier 

distribution with vacant low-momentum states. These rates are shown to be asso

ciated with the undamping of the acoustic plasmon which influences the scattering 

through screening of the Coulomb potential. Further analysis of plasmon undamp

ing is presented, showing the conditions necessary for undamping of the acoustic 

mode. Results from a separate set of calculations, showing the time-evolution 

of the Wigner distribution for a semiconductor quantum wire, are shown. These 

numerical calculations were performed using the collisionless quantum Boltzmann 

equation for the case of a lightly-damped plasmon and an unstable growing plasma 

mode. Comparison is made with results predicted by the linear theory (Lindhard). 

Results showing the effects of increasing the field strength beyond the linear regime 

are also presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

Understanding the behavior of solids under the influence of optical, as well as other, 

stimuli is one of the great problems of physics. With today's level of knowledge, 

it is possible to write down a complete set of equations describing a system of 

condensed matter. Unfortunately, like with many other problems of the physical 

world, the solution of these equations is at best elusive and at worst perhaps not 

even possible within our current mathematical system 1. To make headway in this 

area, physicists have traditionally divided the total problem into more managable 

pieces. Different sorts of behavior can often be described independently because 

they occur on different time scales or under certain conditions only weakly influence 

one another. It turns out in most cases that even the pieces of the problem are not 

directly solvable and approximations are required. Amazingly, even with all of the 

approximations and imperfect divisions of the problem the resulting calculations 

often are useful in explaining experimental observations. In this dissertation we 

present the results of numerical calculations related to carrier relaxation and col

lective phenomena in semiconductors, and some of the approximations necessary 

to do the calculations - essentially a small piece of a very big problem. 

We begin by deriving the Boltzmann carrier scattering integral and reduc

ing it to a form appropriate for isotropic three-dimensional electron-hole plasmas. 

1 In what has come to be known as the incompleteness theorem, it was shown by the math
ematician Godel that it is possible to define a problem in a formal system whose solution does 
not exist within that system (see [1] for a discussion of the proof). Essentially this is because 
the information required to describe the solution exceeds the system's own information content. 
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The dynamically-screened Coulomb potential (under the Random Phase Approx

imation (RPA)) appropriate for this level of approximation is then presented (but 

not derived) along with the numerical details of a code which was written to 

solve the Boltzmann scattering equation. We present numerical calculations from 

this code for the case of a room-temperature near-equilibrium electron-hole (e-h) 

plasma with a density appropriate for an operating solid state laser. These results 

are then used to verify the validity of the Relaxation Time Approximation (RTA) 

for this situation. Further results are presented for two other initial nonequilibrium 

distributions with similiar temperatures and densities, but for which the RTA is 

invalid. The equilibrium zero momentum scattering rates are calculated as a func

tion of temperature (T = 10K to T = 1000K) and density (n = 1015 cm-3 to 

n = 1019 cm-3 ) for GaAs. We go on to present the surprising result that a highly 

nonequilibrium initial plasma configuration can lead to ultrafast scattering rates. 

This ultrafast scattering is shown to be connected with the undamping of a col

lective mode in the system (the acoustic plasmon) which enters into the equation 

through the screening of the Coulomb potential. Next, we analyze the undamping 

of plasmons, showing that it is even possible to have multiple undamped acoustic 

modes. The conditions necessary for the acoustic plasmon to become undamped 

in a three-dimensional isotropic plasma are presented. 

In an effort to better understand collective modes in plasmas we then de

rive the collisionless Boltzmann equation and an approximate Coulomb potential 

to describe plasmas in quasi-one-dimensional systems (e.g., quantum wires). Nu

merical details of a code written to solve this equation are given. Calculations are 

performed for one-component plasmas (where carrier-carrier scattering is greatly 

inhibited (for a discussion of electron-electron scattering in 1D systems see e.g., 

[2, 3, 4]) in situations where RPA theory predicts a lightly-damped plasmon and 

for situations where it predicts an unstable growing plasma mode. In both cases 

our results agree well with the predictions of the linear theory when the external 

field exciting the system is small. We then increase the external field strength with 
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the result being the breakdown of the growing mode predicted by the linear theory. 

All of the programs used for the physical calculations were written by 

the author (except for a handfull of small routines whose authors are credited). 

Similiarly, all of the equation derivations presented are my own (although, as will 

be evident from the references, in no case am I the first person to derive any of 

these equations). The word 'we' is used in place of'!' throughout the discussion 

that follows to reflect the fact that this research was done while working within a 

group of scientists and would not have been possible without their assistance (see 

'acknowledgements' for more information). 

1.1 Basic Theory 

From elementary quantum mechanics we know that. the electrons of an individual 

atom are restricted to discrete energy levels. When atoms are bound to form a 

solid these discrete levels become bands of allowed energies. The highest completely 

filled band (in terms of energy) is known as the valence band, while the band above 

it is known as the conduction band. This simple idea can be used to explain the 

difference between conductors and insulators. A conductor is a material with the 

conduction band partially filled. This leaves vacant momentum states for electrons 

to occupy when an electric field is applied and, consequently, allows current to flow. 

An insulator has a conduction band which is completely empty and a valence band 

which is completely filled. Because this would leave no open states for electrons 

to move into, current cannot flow when an electric field is applied. 

There is a third category of materials which for historical reasons are 

known as semiconductors. As the name implies, semiconductors seemed to act 

like poor conductors. It was only within the last fifty years that people discovered 

semiconductors were in fact insulators with a small energy gap (known as the band 

gap) between the valence band and the conduction band. Impurities in samples 
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Figure 1.1: Idealized direct-gap semiconductor band structure. 
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had caused the small conductivity that had been observed. Typical semiconductors 

have band gaps corresponding to roughly the energy of an optical photon (around 

1 ev). When electrons are promoted to the conduction band (by the absorption of 

light for example) they leave vacant states in the valence band. It is convenient to 

look at these vacant states as positively-charged quasiparticles called 'holes'. 

1.2 Parabolic Band Approximation 

Figure 1.1 shows the idealized band structure of a direct-gap semiconductor. 

Often the band dispersion (energy as a function of particle momentum) can be 

approximated as a parabola for sufficiently small values of momenta. This is 

sometimes called the effective mass approximation because it allows us to treat 

the electrons and holes as free particles with energy given by Ea(k) = n,2k2/2ma 

(where a = e, h). The effect of the bands, which are due to interactions between 

ions and electrons/holes, are incorporated into rna, the effective mass (the term 

ions refers to the nuclei with the electrons in the bands below the valence band). 

The parabolic band approximation is used in all calculations presented here. 
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1.3 Creation and Relaxation of Carriers 

In its ground state a semiconductor has no carriers (it is, after all, merely an insu

lator with a small band gap). Through the absorption of sufficiently energetic pho

tons (or the application of an external voltage) electrons can be promoted from the 

valence band to the conduction band. This process creates electron-hole pairs with 

momentum distributions centered around kc (where hw ~ Egap + 1i.22k~ (~e + ~J 
if we ignore renormalization of the bands). The carriers so generated form an 

electron-hole plasma with a mass ratio of roughly 1:3.5 in Galium-Arsenide (see 

appendix A for more details). Because the carriers are initially created in a highly

nonequilibrium state, the study of the relaxation processes that tend to drive them 

from this state are of particular importance when describing the behavior of the 

system under optical excitation. In the case of a typical semiconductor it is conve

nient to address the several relaxation processes involved separately because they 

tend to operate on different time scales. The most important processes and their 

time-scales are shown in table 1.1. The carrier-carrier scattering is the fastest 

Process Time Scale 
Carrier-Carrier Scattering 10-100 fs 
Carrier-Phonon Interaction 100 fs 
Carrier Recombination 1 ns 

Table 1.1: Relaxation processes responsible for driving excited semiconductor to
wards equilibrium. 

of the processes and tends to drive the electrons and holes into Fermi distribu

tions of the same temperature. The interaction between carriers and longitudinal 

phonons drives the temperature of the carrier distributions to that of the lattice 

through the emission or absorption of phonons. Because carrier recombination is 

a comparatively slow process the system is driven into a quasi-equilibrium state 

which is stable for on the order of nanoseconds. Because of the discrete nature of 
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the carrier phonon interaction, it can be ignored for situation where there are no 

carriers with energies above the phonon energy and the lattice temperature is at or 

below that of the e-h plasma. Also, carrier-carrier collisions provide the dominant 

relaxation channel for situations with very high densities or low temperatures. The 

longitudinal (LO) phonon energy for GaAs is roughly 36 ER (ER is the exciton 

Rydberg energy; ER ~ 4.2 x 1O-3eV for GaAs) and, since we tend to stay below 

this energy we, ignore the influence of phonons for the calculations presented in 

this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CARRIER-CARRIER SCATTERING 

In this chapter we derive the Boltzmann carrier scattering equation and present 

the screened Coulomb potential matrix element used in our calculations. 

2.1 Derivation of Boltzmann Scattering Formula 

We begin our derivation of an equation describing carrier-carrier (c-c) scattering 

by writing the hamiltonian for a two-band semiconductor under the parabolic band 

approximation. 

H - I: Ec,ka!,kac,k + I: Ev,ka~,kav,k 
k k 

~ I: Vq (a!,k+qa!,k/_qac,klac,k+ 
k,k/,q~o 

a~,k+qa~,k/_qav,klav,k + 2a!,k+qa~,k/_qav,klac,k) , (2.1 ) 

where Eex,k = n?lkI2/2mex is the kinetic energy (a = c or v for conduction or 

valence band, respectively), and a~,k and aex,k are the creation and annihilation 

operators for a particle in band a with momentum k. For further discussion of this 

Hamiltonian see, for example, [5]. Vq is the Coulomb potential, mOl is the effective 

mass determined by the band curvature, and any spin indices are included on the 

momentum variable k. To find the time evolution of the particle-density operator, 

nex,k = a~,kaex,k' we start with the Heisenberg equation, 

(2.2) 
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Because na,k has no explicit time dependence the last term is zero. Further, to 

make the derivation easier to follow, we will just calculate d:cik (the equation 

for the valence band can be gotten by simply switching c and v in the resulting 

equation). This leads us to, 

(2.3) 

To carry out the commutator we make use of the following anticommutation rela

tions for the creation and annihilation operators, 

[aa,k,aa/,k/]+ - 0 

[a~,k' a~/k/t - 0 

[a~,k' aa/,k/t - Dk,k/Da,a' 

After a straightforward calculation we arrive at, 

in dnc,k _ 
dt L Vq [a!,ka!,k/_qac,klaC,k-q 

k/,q~O 

t t -a c,k+q a c,k/-q ac,k' ac,k 
t t +ac,kav,k/_qav,klac,k-q 

- a!,k+qa~,k'_qav,klaC,k] 
- 2i L Vq 1m [a!,ka!,k/_qac,klaC,k-q 

k/,q~o 

+ a!,ka~,k'_qav,klaC,k-q] . 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

The second equation is arrived at by replacing q with -q and then k' + q with 

k' in the second and fourth terms of the first equation. We then note that the 

second and fourth terms are the negative Hermitian conjugates of the first and 

third terms, respectively. In equation (2.8) we effectively have the time-derivative 

of a two-operator product expressed in terms of two four-operator products. To 

get expressions for each of the four-operator products we proceed in a fashion 

similiar to that used before. We write the Heisenberg equation and carry out the 

commutators with the various terms of the Hamiltonian (on a side note, because 
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taking the commutators was a laborous, and highly repetitive task a program was 

written to perform this duty and automatically format the equations). Another 

straightforward calculation leads us to, 

t t t 
+ac,kac,k'-qac,k"-q' ac,k" ac,k'-q,ac,k-q 

t t t 
+a c,ka c,k" +q' a c,k'-q-q' ac,k" ac,k' ac,k-q 

t t t 
-ac,k"+q,ac,k_q,ac,k'_qac,k"ac,k,ac,k-q 

r t t +Uk" k'_qa k"+q,a k q,ac k,ac k-q , c, c, - , t 

t t t 
-ac,kac,k'_qav,k"_q,ac,k,av,k"ac,k-q-q' 

t t t 
+a c,ka c,k'-q av,k"_q' av,k"ac,k'-q' ac,k-q 

and for the second four-operator product, 

2: Vq, [-a!,ka~,k'_qa!,kll_q,av,k,ac,k"ac,k-q-q' 
k",q'=F0 

t t t 
-ac,kll+q,ac,k_q,av,k'_qac,k"av,k,ac,k-q 

t t t 
+ac,kav,k'_qav,k"_q,av,k"av,k'-q,ac,k-q 

t t t 
+ac,kav,k"+q,av,k'_q_q,av,k"av,k,ac,k-q 

t t t 
-ac,kav,k'_qav,k"_q,av,k,av,k"ac,k-q-q' 

r t t 
+Uk',k"-q,ac,kav,k'_qav,k"ac,k-q-q' 

(2.9) 
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t t t -a e,kav,k' _q a e,k" +q' av,k' +q' ae,k"ae,k-q 
t t t +ae,kae,k"+q' av,k' _q_q' ae,k" av,k,ae,k-q 
t t t +ae,k+q,av,k"_q,av,k'_qav,k"av,k,ae,k-q 

-Sk",k'-qa!,k+q,a!,k"_q,av,k,ae,k-q] . (2.10) 

At this point it would appear that we are making no progress. We now have 

expressions for the four-operator products which contain six-operator products. If 

we continued in this fashion we would find that the situation will get worse and 

that ultimately we would need an infinite number of equations to describe this 

system. This infinite set of equations is essentially the BBGKY hierarchy in the 

creation-annihilation operator formalism [6]. 

To produce a closed set of equations, we factor the six- and four-operator 

terms along the lines of the Hartree approximation. For four- or six-operator terms 

this reduces to 

t t "" (at a4)( a~a3) - (at a3)( a~a4) a}a2a3a4 "" (2.11) 

t t t a}a2a3a4aSa6 ~ (ata6)(a~as)(a~a4) 

(atas)(a~a6)(a~a4) 

(ata6)(a~a4)(a~as) 

(at a4)( a~as)( ala6) 

+ (atas)(a~a4)(a~a6) 

+ (at a4)( a~a6)( alas). (2.12) 

We then discard terms that cannot be expressed as combinations of the particle

density operator (for example, the term a!,ka!,k'_qa!,k"_q,av,k,av,k"ae,k-q-q' is ap

proximated as Sq,-q,Sk",k'-qne,knv,k'-qnv,k' ). To handle the time-derivatives in 

equations (2.9) and (2.10) we rewrite them in the form, i~1 = F(A) - iSA, 

and solve for the steady-state solution by setting the derivative to zero (S, a phe

nomenological decay constant, is chosen to be arbitrarily small). If we substitute 
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the resulting approximate expressions for the four-operator products into equation 

(2.8) we arrive at 

n dnc,k 
dt 

'" 2 { 1 ~ 2 L.J Yq 1m . x 
k/,q=FO 1,8 - Ec,lk-ql - Ec,k' + Ec,lk/-ql + Ec,k 

(nc,knc,k/-q - nc,knc,k/_qnc,k-q - nc,knc,k/_qnc,k' 

-nc,k-qnc,k' + nc,knc,k-qnc,k' + nc,k/_qnc,k-qnc,k/) 
1 

+ i8 - Ec,lk-ql + Ec,k - Ev,k' + Ev,lk/-ql x 

(nc,knv,k/-q - nc,knv,k/_qnc,k-q - nc,knv,k/_qnv,k' 

-nc,k-qnv,k' + nc,knc,k-qnv,k' + nv,k/_qnC,k-qnV,k/)} (2.13) 

- -27r I: V; { 8 (Ec,lk/-ql + Ec,k - Ec,lk-ql - EC'kl) x 
k/,q=FO 

[nc,knc,k/-q(l - nc,k-q)(l - nc,k/) 

-nc,k-qnc,k/(l - nc,k)(l - nc,k/_q)] 

+8 (Ec,k - Ev,k' + Ev,lk/-ql - Ec,lk-ql) x 

[nc,knv,k/-q(l - nc,k_q)(l - nv,k/) 

-nc,k-qnv,k/(l - nc,k)(l - nv,k/_q)]}. (2.14) 

Equation (2.14) is gotten from equation (2.13) by taking the 8 -+ 0 limit and 

applying the Dirac identity. 

We can switch from the conduction and valence band picture to the elec

tron and hole picture using fh( -k) = 1 - nv,k, fe(k) = nc,k, Ec,k = Ee(k), and 

Ev,k = -Eh(k) (where A(k) and fe(k) denote the probability of having an hole or 

electron in momentum state k). The result is 

27r 
-r; I: IW(q,w)12 I: 

k/,q=FO b=e,h 

8 (Eb(lk' - ql) + Ee(k) - Ee(lk - ql) - Eb(k')) x 

{fe(k)fb(k' - q)[l - fe(k - q)][l - fb(k')] 
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(2.15) 

the familiar Boltzmann scattering equation describing binary collisions between 

two species of fermions. We have replaced the Coulomb potential matrix element 

with a screened Coulomb potential matrix element, W(q,w), which depends on 

both the momentum q and energy w = Ee(k) - Ee(lk - ql) exchanged in the 

scattering process. The justification for and form of W( q, w) will be presented 

in the following section. We should note that there are several other methods of 

deriving this equation (e.g., see [6], or a collection of papers by Loss and Schoeller 

[7, 8, 9] for two other methods) 

2.2 Screened Coulomb Potential Matrix Element 

In reference [10], Kadanoff and Baym present a derivation of the Boltzmann scat

tering equation including screening of the Coulomb potential, using an approach 

based on Green's functions. In equation 12-20 they show the appropriate screened 

Coulomb matrix element which is at the same level of approximation as the Boltz

mann equation. If we use 27ro( w - p2 /2m) for the spectral function A(p, w) in their 

equation (this treats the carriers as free particles because only their kinetic energy 

is accounted for) we arrive at 

() 
Vq Vq 

W q,w = -, 
1 - VqP(q,w) f(q,W) 

(2.16) 

where P( q, w) is the sum of the electron and hole interband polarization, each 

given by the Lindhard formula, 

Pa(q,w) = liml: f(p-q)-f(p) . 
6-+0 P w + is + Ea(IP - ql) - Ea(P) 

(2.17) 

From (2.16) we can see that poles in c 1 will be of particular interest. In figure 

2.1 we show an idealized drawing of the poles in 11/fl for a zero temperature Fermi 

function. The shaded region in the plot is the continuum of pair excitations and 
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Figure 2.1: Idealized drawing showing poles in 11/fl for T = OK Fermi function 
(one-component three-dimensional plasma). Wpl is the plasma frequency and kF is 
the Fermi wavenumber. 

the curve to the left is the dispersion of the collective mode commonly called the 

optical plasmon. When the plasmon dispersion enters the pair continuum the 

excitation becomes damped. In chapter 5 we discuss the damping and un damping 

of collective modes further, and show that a second collective mode can become 

undamped for certain carrier distributions. This second mode is called the acoustic 

plasmon (because its dispersion curve goes to zero as q goes to zero) and is not 

seen in the T = OK case because its dispersion curve lies in the pair continuum. 

While the boundaries of the pair continuum and the plasmon dispersion curve for 

nonzero temperatures are not as sharp, the results are qualitatively similiar. 

If we take the q ~ 0, W ~ 0 limit of equation (2.16) for a three

dimensional system we arrive at the statically-screened Coulomb potential (i.e., 

Yukawa potential), 

(2.18) 



where the screening wavenumber Ii, is defined as 

for an isotropic carrier distribution. 

2.3 Scattering in 3D Isotropic, Homogeneous Plasma 

27 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

If we limit ourselves to isotropic, homogeneous systems in three dimensions then 

the formulas can be substantially simplified. After making use of azimuthal sym

metry and the energy conserving 8-function, equation (2.15) becomes 

dfe(k) 
dt 

2L6 {'X) 11 foo 2 
- (27r1i)3 b~h mb lB dk' -1 dz 10 dqk'q IW(q,w)1 x 

{fe ( .jk2 + q2 - 2kqz) fb(k')[l - fe(k)] [1 - fb ( .jk'2 + q2 - A)] 
- [f H (1 - J)] } 

- finCk, fe, fh)[l - fe(k)] - r~ut(k, fe, fh)fe(k), 

where 

The Lindhard polarization reduces to 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 
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A factor of 2 has been introduced in equations (2.21) and (2.26) to account for 

the two spin states available to the electrons and holes. Since W is independent 

of k' we are left with no more than three nested integrations to perform to get 

the time-derivative of f at a single value of k. To calculate the time-evolution of 

an initial distribution function the time-derivative must be calculated at many k

values and for many times - a very challenging numerical calculation. Additional 

information on the quantum Boltzmann equation with dynamically screening of 

the Coulomb potential included through the RP A dielectric function can be found 

in [11, 12, 10], for example. 

2.4 Properties of the Boltzmann Scattering Equation 

By multiplying both sides of equation (2.21) with k2 and then integrating over k, 

we can show that the total number of carriers is conserved (the P factor comes 

from converting the summation over k into an integral). If we follow the same 

procedure multiplying with k3 or k4 we see that momentum and total kinetic 

energy are conserved by the equation. That carrier number and momentum are 

conserved is good, since both quantities are conserved in the 'real' world. For a real 

physical system we expect conservation of total energy (i.e., the sum of potential 

and kinetic) instead of the conservation of kinetic energy seen in the equation. 

This property is a result of the approximations we have made in the derivation 

and suggests that the equation is only valid if the kinetic energy is much larger 

than the potential energy. This can, in principle, be checked by computing the 

potential energy, 

Ep = L: L: W(lk' - kl, Eb(k') - Eb(k))fb(k')fb(k) (2.27) 
b=e,hk,k' 

- ,!;:. :;, /.00 dk /.00 dq 1>zk2q2W (q,,,2 (q' + 2kqz) 12m,) x 

f(k)f ( Jk2 + q2 + 2kqz) (2.28) 
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for the relevant distributions. 

If a Fermi distributions of the same temperature are used for both electrons 

and holes in equation (2.21), it is easy to show that the integrand on the right side 

becomes identically zero. This implies that, as expected, the steady-state solution 

of the plasma is a Fermi distribution. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR NEAR ROOM TEMPERATURE 

In this chapter we present results from the direct numerical integration of the 

Boltzmann equation (equation (2.21)) with the dynamically-screened Coulomb 

potential for two-component electron-hole plasmas. Material parameters, chosen 

for bulk GaAs, are shown in table A.1. Initial distributions are picked such that 

they have plasma temperatures near 300K when they thermalize. 

3.1 Numerical Technique 

The numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation for an isotropic, homogeneous 

electron-hole plasma (equation (2.21)) is carried out in a strightforward fashion. 

The k', q, and z integrals are performed by Gaussian quadrature. The time inte

gration is performed using a fourth-order adaptive step-size Runge-Kutta method 

based on that presented in [13]. The conservation of carrier density and total 

kinetic energy is monitored. For the results shown in this chapter, both quantities 

varied less than 2%. We have verified that Fermi functions are stable even if time 

integration is continued for 5 picoseconds. Since with a finite number of k-points 

the numerically obtained time derivatives never reach an exact zero, the stability 

of the Fermi function can in principle break down if too few points are taken. From 

equation (2.21) it can be shown that for a finite k range the numerically more 

stable solution with time derivative zero is f =constant. Upon carrier conserva

tion this solution is only possible with a finite integration volume. In the case of 

the exact Boltzmann equation this solution corresponds to f ~ O. The upper k 
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limit to store the distributions at was chosen to ensure that all kinetic energy was 

included. The upper limits for the integration were the same as the upper limit 

for storing the distribution. 

To simplify the calculation of the RPA polarization we took the S ~ 0 

limit in the imaginary part. The real part of P still contains S as a parameter. 

The resultant formulas are 

(3.1) 

and 

ImPOt(q, w) 

(3.2) 

We have verified, however, that for the value S = O.05wp/ used for calculations in 

this chapter, the exact value of S does not affect the result for W. In the limit 

q ~ 0 a small nonzero S can prevent W from reaching the z-independent static 

limit of e2 /f oK,2 (where fo is the background dielectric constant of the material). 

We therefore force the potential to retain this limit by using a switch-off function 

(3.3) 

where d = y'bK,'i, and the numerical potential 
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with Wo ( q) = e2 I €( q2 + 1(;2) being the statically screened potential. For the time

evolution calculations presented in this chapter, the parameters were optimized to 

be a = 5.0, and b = 0.04 for electrons and b = 0.12 for holes (optimization entailed 

plotting IWnum 12 for different switch-off parameters to find values which caused 

the static limit to be achieved without interfering with the dynamically-screened 

potential for higher values of q). The time-evolution calculations required on the 

order of one CPU hour on a eRA Y Y IMP to compute. 

3.2 Relaxation of Kinetic Hole 

We begin by studying a situation where the distribution function has been distorted 

at small k values, as would happen due to an optical pump beam with a central 

frequency in the gain region of an inverted semiconductor. Figure 3.1 shows the 

relaxation of such a "kinetic hole" in the electron and hole distributions functions. 

The kinetic hole in both distributions vanishes very rapidly, on the time scale of 50 

to 100 fs. The corresponding scattering rates are shown in figure 3.2. We notice 

first that the scattering rates (ra = rin + r~ut) show a substantial dip near the 

fermi momentum (kF) of the distribution. For k values greater than kF most of the 

scattering is out scattering, while for k values less than kF, in scattering dominates. 

The scattering rates change little during the time-evolution of the distribution. 

The dip in scattering rates near kF can be understood by looking at the 

simpler case of a T = OK Fermi distribution. If we consider scattering into a 

state (say at energy c~) below the Fermi energy (cF), the initial energies of both 

scattering partners (call them Cl and C2) must be less than CF (because both 

initial momentum states must be occupied) and the final energy of particle 2 (c~) 

must be greater than CF (because the final state must be unoccupied). Since 

energy is conserved this implies Cl = c~ + c~ - C2, which can only be satisfied 

if CF > Cl > c~. As the final state of particle 1 approaches kF the number of 

particles in the system with an energy such that they can scatter into that state 
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Figure 3.1: Relaxation of initially disturbed Fermi distribution functions for den
sity n = 3 X 1018 cm-3 and temperature T = 330K obtained by numerically solving 
the Boltzmann equation using the dynamically-screened Coulomb potential in the 
RPA. Shown are the distribution functions of the electrons and holes as functions 
of the carrier momentum in units of a'i/. The initial (t = 0) distribution functions 
are shown as dotted lines. Consecutive times are t = 21 fs (short-dashed line), 
t = 75 fs (long-dashed line), and t = 147 fs (dash-dotted line), the final time 
t = 796 fs (solid line). 

is approaches zero. A similiar argument can be made for out-scattering processes. 

So, for a zero temperature Fermi distribution the total scattering rate will go to 

zero at kF (this has been verified using the our program also). 

Often, the so-called relaxation time approximation (RTA) is used to de

scribe the relaxation of carriers in calculations where including the full Boltzmann 

scattering equation would be impractical (e.g., optical pulse propagation compu

tations which use the already-very-complicated semiconductor Bloch equations). 

Under the RTA, the time-evolution of I is described by, 

(3.5) 

where I[ and It: are Fermi functions with the same temperature and density 
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Figure 3.2: Total carrier-carrier scattering rates (ra = rin + r~ut) corresponding 
to calculation shown in figure 3.1. 

as Ie and /h, respectively (details on how to obtain I! can be found in [14]). 

The value of r a for a certain fixed ko is chosen to ensure that carrier density is 

conserved. To study the validity of the RTA, we use the scattering rates shown 

in figure 3.2. The relaxation rates at the center of the kinetic hole are re :::::: 22.1 

pS-l and rh :::::: 18.2 ps-t, corresponding to relaxation times of 45.2 fs and 54.9 

fs, respectively. Using these relaxation rates, we solve (3.5) for the same initial 

condition as figure 3.1. The qualitative results are almost indistinguishable from 

those in figure 3.1. Therefore, to investigate the subtle differences between the 

RTA and the full Boltzmann equation solution, we plot in figure 3.3 the difference, 

I::l.la(t) = la(t)- la(too ), between the actual distribution functions at time t and the 

final distribution function using the corresponding curves in figure 3.1 and those 

obtained in the RTA. We choose too as the longest time in these plots (too :::::: 0.8 ps). 

Figure 3.3 shows that even though the RTA results are remarkably close to the full 

results, they do not reproduce the dynamic reshaping of the kinetic holes, especially 

at later times in the relaxation process. This reshaping is a consequence of carriers 

scattering between different momentum states. For a qualitative analysis of the 
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Figure 3.3: Difference between carrier distribution functions 
fl.Je(t) = Je(t) - Je(too ) and fl.Jh obtained from the results in figure 3.1 (solid 
lines) and the corresponding relaxation time approximation (dashed lines), equa
tion (3.5), using the relaxation rates of figure 3.2. For too we took 0.8 ps and the 
other times are 21, 75, and 147 fs, respectively. The small substructures in the 
RPA result indicate our numerical accuracy. 

relaxation of slightly disturbed quasiequilibrium distributions where fine details of 

the kinetic hole play no significant role, the RTA can be safely used if the relaxation 

rates are properly computed. 

3.3 Relaxation of Gaussian Distribution 

We continue our study of carrier-carrier scattering by computing the relaxation of 

an initial Gaussian distribution with density and temperature comparable to that 

of our previous calculation. The Boltzmann equation is again solved numerically 

with full dynamical screening. In figure 3.4 we present the time-evolution of 

the electron and hole distribution functions. We note that most of the relaxation 

takes place in the first 200 fs. It is interesting to see that both carrier species relax 

first to Fermi-like distributions (on the time-scale of 100-200 fs) and then evolve, 
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Figure 3.4: Relaxation of initial Gaussian distribution functions for density 
n = 3 X 1018 cm-3 and temperature T = 300K obtained by numerically solv
ing the Boltzmann equation using the dynamically-screened Coulomb potential in 
the RPA. Shown are the distribution functions of the electrons and holes as func
tions of the carrier momentum in units of aliI. The initial (t = 0) distribution 
functions are shown as dotted lines. Consecutive times are t = 21 fs (short-dashed 
line), t = 77 fs (long-dashed line), and t = 191 fs (dash-dotted line), the final time 
t = 1302 fs (solid line). 

through the exchange of kinetic energy between themselves, to their final Fermi 

distributions (on the time-scale of roughly 1 ps). This behavior would clearly be 

absent from a time-evolution calculated using the RTA. In figure 3.5 the electron 

and hole kinetic energy is plotted as a function of time to help illustrate the energy 

exchange. 

The total scattering rates are for the calculation are shown in figure 3.6. 

We note that the scattering rates, while roughly similiar in value to those shown 

in figure 3.2, have more structure (for the electrons) and vary more with time. 

The small peak in the initial electron scattering rate stems from the in-scattering 

contribution, as can be seen from figure 3.7 which breaks the total scattering rate 

for the initial time into in and out components. The final scattering rates and 
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Figure 3.5: Kinetic energy of electrons (dash-dotted line) and holes plotted as a 
function of time for calculation shown in figure 3.4. Energy is plotted in units of 
ER/a~. 
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Figure 3.6: Total carrier-carrier scattering rates (ra = rin + r~ut) corresponding 
to calculation shown in figure 3.4. 
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distributions are not exactly the same as for the previous run because of the small 

difference in temperature (Le., initial kinetic energy) between them. 
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Figure 3.7: Breakdown of electron scattering rates corresponding to the initial 
(a) and final (b) distributions shown in figure 3.4. The sum of the scattering 
rates is the solid curve. The other curves are e-e in scattering (dotted), e-h in 
scattering (short-dashed), e-e out scattering (long-dashed), and e-h out scattering 
( dash-dotted). 

3.4 Relaxation of Double-Peaked Distribution 

We next calculate the time-evolution of an initial distribution with two overlapping 

peaks. In figure 3.8 Ie and Ih are shown for several times. From the time-evolution 

of the holes we see that carriers initially fill momentum states between the peaks 

and then vacate them as they evolve to the quasiequilibrium Fermi distribution. 

Such behavior would not be possible using a the RTA since the distribution at 

each individual momentum state is relaxed towards the final distribution. The 

corresponding scattering rates, shown in figure 3.9, are similiar in both character 

and value to those of the previous calculation. This suggests that, if roughly the 
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Figure 3.8: Relaxation of initial double-peaked distribution functions for density 
n = 3 X 1018 cm-3 and temperature T = 300K obtained by numerically solving 
equation (2.21). Shown are the distribution functions of the electrons and holes as 
functions of the carrier momentum in units of al/' The initial (t = 0) distribution 
functions are shown as dotted lines. Consecutive times are t = 19 fs (short-dashed 
line), t = 59 fs (long-dashed line), and t = 155 fs (dash-dotted line), the final time 
t = 1332 fs (solid line). 

same momentum states are occupied, the precise shape of the distribution function 

does not greatly affect the scattering rates. 

3.5 Scattering Rate Dependence on Density and Temperature 

To investigate the dependence of the total scattering rates on density and temper

ature, a modified version of our Boltzmann equation solver was written to compute 

k = 0 scattering rates for Fermi functions. This program was much faster than the 

full code since only the k = 0 rates were computed. In figures 3.10 and 3.11 we 

show the scattering rates computed for both electrons and holes for two different 

mass ratios, with density varying from 1015 cm-3 to 1019 cm-3 and temperature 

varying from 10 K to 1000 K. We see that the scattering rates are monotonic 
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Figure 3.9: Total carrier-carrier scattering rates (ra = rin + r~ut) corresponding 
to calculation shown in figure 3.8. 

functions of density only at very low temperatures and are monotonic functions of 

temperature at low and high densities. The valley in the electron scattering rates 

corresponds roughly to temperatures and densities where kF = O. Because the 

holes have a larger mass the minimum is less drastic. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ULTRAFAST RELAXATION THROUGH ACOUSTIC PLASMON 

UNDAMPING 

As a logical continuation of our investigation of carrier-carrier scattering using the 

Boltzmann equation, we attempted to calculate the time-evolution of an initial 

gaussian distribution centered at high momentum. Upon running our program 

for just the initial time step, we discovered scattering rates that were extremely 

high (roughly 8000 pS-l) and very 'noisy' (suggesting that the code had perhaps 

integrated incorrectly). After an extensive search it was found that the large rates 

stemmed from a sharp pole in IW(q,w)12• In this chapter we show that the pole in 

IW(q,w)1 2 is associated with an undamping of the acoustic plasmon and can lead 

to ultrafast relaxation rates (as we discussed in [15]). 

4.1 Modifications to the Numerical Technique 

Because of the new pole in the integration modifications had to be made to our 

program. The previous runs we had made did have an undamped optical plasmon 

to deal with, but since it had a nonzero energy at q = 0 it only affected scattering 

rates that were farther out in momentum space than we were interested in. On 

the other hand the acoustic plasmon, with an energy of zero at q = 0, influences 

the same region of momentum space as is occupied by a significant number of 

the carriers. Increasing the number of integration points to deal with this was 

only possible to a certain extent. Because the Boltzmann equation involves a 

triple integral (two of which include IW(q,w)1 2
) and the RPA polarization is itself 
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an integral, the complexity of the calculation increases rapidly with the number of 

integration points. So, to handle integration over the singular regions we integrated 

only the Coulomb matrix element squared, approximating the rest of the integrand 

as constant over the region. This allowed the use of additional integration points 

in the singular regions. 

We also found that the parameters used with the "switch-off" function 

for the prior calculations were too large in this case. The switch-off function was 

reducing the acoustic plasmon as it forced the matrix element to achieve the static 

limit. To get around this, a much smaller value was chosen for 8 (8 = 0.00005Wpl)' 

As a result, much smaller switch-off parameters could be used (a = 5.0, and 

b = 1.0 X 10-5 for calculations in this chapter). 

The conservation of carrier number and total kinetic energy were moni

tored and found to vary less than 1 % for the time-evolution shown in the next 

section. This calculation required more than ten CPU hours on a CRA Y Y IMP. 

4.2 Relaxati.on of High-Energy Nonequilibrium Distribution 

In figure 4.1 we plot the relaxation of an electron-hole plasma excited around 

7 a:a1
• The initial distribution could be generated by an optical pulse centered 

around 50 ER and is identical for the electrons and holes when viewed as functions 

of momentum. The total relaxation rates for electrons and holes are plotted in the 

insets of figure 4.1. Initially the scattering rates exhibit a very strong k dependence 

with pronounced peaks, which correspond to ultrafast relaxation times around 10 

fs. Our analysis of these results shows that the ultrafast scattering rates are related 

to the existence of a strong acoustic plasmon resonance. This acoustic plasmon 

resonance for the initial nonequilibrium configuration, and the absence of such a 

resonance for the final thermalized situation, can be clearly seen in figure 4.2 

where we plot the dynamical structure factor for the two configurations. The 
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Figure 4.1: Relaxation of initial nonequilibrium distribution for density 
n = 4.6 x 1017 cm-3 obtained by numerically solving equation (2.21). Ploted 
are the distribution functions of electrons and holes as functions of carrier mo
mentum in units of aliI, with the corresponding total scattering rates shown in 
the insets in units of ps-l. The initial (t = 0) curves are plotted as dotted lines. 
Consecutive times are t = 70 f s (short-dashed line), t = 185 fs (long-dashed line), 
t = 355 fs (dash-dotted line), and the final time t ~ 1.5 ps (solid line). 

structure factor is essentially the density-density correlation function and contains 

information about the possible intraband pair excitations and the collective plasma 

excitations ( see chapter 5.4 of [16], for example). 

The structure of the computed scattering rates for electrons and holes is 

understood by noting that the acoustic plasmon resonance has to be in the integra

tion range of the scattering integral. In other words, k has to be sufficiently large 

to allow significant energy transfer (Ea(lk + ql) - Ea(k) = n,2( q2 + 2kq cosO)/2ma, 

where 0 is the angle between k and q, and mOl is the effective mass) for small 

values of q. As k gets larger the area under the pole decreases and thus con

tributes progressively less to the scattering rates. The k value at which peak 

scattering occurs for the holes and electron has roughly the same ratio as their 

masses (mh/me ~ 3.5), as would be expected from this line of reasoning. 
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Figure 4.2: Structure factor S(q,w) = -Im[f-l(q,w))/nVq calculated using the 
RPA dielectric function f for the initial and final distributions of figure 4.1 (n is 
carrier density). The Wave number is written in terms of a"i/, and w is given in 
units of ERin. Dark regions correspond to high values of S, clearly showing the 
strong acoustic plasmon contribution for the initial nonequilibrium distribution. 
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Generally, in the case of unequal electron and hole masses the acoustic 

plasmon is primarily damped by the electron pair continuum. Our calculations 

show that for the relevant nonequilibrium configurations of our study, the electron 

pair continuum is strongly reduced or even absent in the region of the acoustic 

plasmon. This fact can be confirmed analytically for the model case of a simple 

square box distribution in the same spectral range, having comparable particle 

number and kinetic energy as the initial non equilibrium distribution of figure 4.1. 

In figure 4.3 we plot the logarithm of the structure factor for the box distribution 

function, clearly showing the dispersion of the optical and acoustic plasmons, and 

the absence of the electron pair-continuum in the acoustic plasmon region which al

lows an undamped acoustic plasmon resonance just above the hole pair-continuum. 

Details of our analytic calculations are presented in the next chapter. 

Figure 4.4 shows the effect of adding thermalized electrons to the original 

nonequilibrium distribution of figure 4.1. Physically, these electrons could repre

sent the excess carriers in an n-doped system in which a reservoir of electrons exists 

prior to the optical excitation. Our results indicate that the resulting carrier scat

tering rates depend strongly on the temperature of the thermalized electrons. As 

soon as the thermal portion of the total distribution function leads to a significant 

population of all momentum state below the nonthermal distribution, the carrier 

relaxation rates are slowed down considerably. It is interesting to note that the 

addition of very cold electrons, which leaves a k region between the thermal and 

non thermal distributions unoccupied, even leads to slightly higher scattering rates 

than the nonthermal distribution alone, since the additional very cold carriers open 

new scattering channels. A similiar study, but adding 300 K thermalized holes, 

instead of electrons, leaves the scattering rates of figure 4.1 basically unchanged. 

We would like to emphasize at this point that our calculations include only 

binary collisions which are assumed to be instantaneous. This can only be valid 

if the screening of the Coulomb potential changes on a much slower time scale 

than that involved in a typical collision. If the scattering rates are sufficiently 
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Figure 4.3: Logarithm of the structure factor, log[S(q,w)], calculated using the 
analytic expression of the RPA screening function (Lindhard formula) with electron 
and hole distributions in the form fa(q) = O.2[O(q-6.5)-O(q-7.75)], where a = e, h 
and O(x) is the unit step function. In (a) an extended scale is chosen showing the 
primary regions of intraband excitations. In (b) we enlarge the portion of (a) 
where the collective plasma excitations are apparent. The units of q and ware as 
specified in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.4: Distribution functions and scattering rates for an electron-hole plasma 
with the same initial distribution as in figure 4.1, but with an additional quasiequi
librium Fermi distribution of electrons with n = 1.0 x 1017 cm-3 and different 
temperatures: T = 50 K (short-dashed), T = 300 K (long-dashed), T = 1000 K 
(dash-dotted), and T = 3000 K (solid). 
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high this may not be valid. More elaborate calculations which include three-body 

collisions and the first time-retardation term (which occurs at the same level of 

approximation) and further experiments are needed to determine the exact range 

of validity for our approximations. 

To conclude this chapter, we predict that the reduction of the acoustic 

plasmon damping leads to ultrafast carrier-carrier scattering. In semiconductors 

this can be achieved by generating an electron-hole plasma in a narrow range of 

momentum space, perhaps through use of a femtosecond optical pulse. The influ

ence of the nonequilibrium distribution on the optical spectrum can be monitored 

by a time-delayed probe pulse which measures the absorption changes caused by 

the dynamically evolving plasma distribution [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22], or by ob

serving time-resolved luminescence spectra [23] The thermalization of the carriers 

causes damping of the acoustic plasmon through the influence of the electron pair 

continuum, resulting in a significant decrease of scattering and dephasing rates. 

For unequal masses electrons and holes contribute very differently to the Landau 

damping of the acoustic plasmon, leading to the prediction of significantly different 

scattering and dephasing rates for n- and p-doped materials. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF PLASMON UNDAMPING 

Because the acoustic plasmon can play such an important role in carrier-carrier 

scattering, in this chapter we seek to gain a better understanding of the conditions 

which lead to its undamping. We will calculate the structure factor for several 

simple model distributions where the RPA polarization can be integrated to pro

duce an analytic expression. The results in this chapter can also be found in our 

papers ( [24, 25]). 

5.1 RPA Polarization for 'Box' Distribution Functions 

To make the calculation easier and the results easier to interpret we will limit 

ourselves to distributions that are comprised of 'boxes' (e.g., fa(k) = Ei Ai 8(k~

k)8(k-ki)). For a single box (e.g.'/a(k) = A8(k2-k)8(k-kt)), the integratation 

of equation (2.26) is easily performed to yield, 

where 

Pa(q,w) - P(q,-liva,c:!(q))+P(q,liva,c:;(q)) 

+ P (q,liva,c:!(q)) + P (q,-liva,c:;(q)) 

p(q, a, b) - ;:2~~: { kiln(ak2 + b) - k~ln(akl + b) - ~(ki - ki) 

(5.1) 

:2 [ab(k1 - k2) + b2
1n (:::: !) l}, (5.2) 

liq , 
ma 

(5.3) 
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(5.4) 

For numerical reasons ~ is chosen to be very small rather than zero (for these 

calculations ~ = 0.000005wp!, where W p/ is the plasma frequency). 

5.2 Structure Factor for One-Component Plasma 

We begin by looking at the structure factor for three model distributions of a one

component electron plasma, shown in figure 5.1. For the T = 0 K distribution 

(figure 5.1a) we see the essentially undamped optical plasmon which goes to 

W p / as q --. 0, and the continuum of pair excitations which can Landau damp 

collective modes. For a higher-energy distribution with the same carrier-density 

(figure 5.1b) a portion of the pair-continuum is absent (providing a region where a 

plasmon could exist free from damping - an undamping region) but no additional 

undamped mode is present. The slope of the optical plasmon dispersion is steeper, 

showing its dependence on the kinetic energy. 

If the distribution has two well-separated peaks in momentum space (e.g., 

a cold background plus high-energy optically-generated carriers) the situation 

changes significantly, as seen in figure 5.1c. Each part of the distribution sup

ports its own plasmon mode, in much the same way as in a two-component plasma 

each component can support its own mode. In this case the mode corresponding to 

the low-energy part of the distribution lies in a region where the pair continuum of 

the high-energy part is absent. Thus we clearly see a second plasmon dispersion, 

which is commonly called the acoustic plasmon (by analogy to phonon modes). 

This branch enters the pair continuum of the high-energy part and thus becomes 

damped at high enough q. 
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Figure 5.1: Logarithm of the dynamical structure factor S(q,w) for a 
one-component (electron) plasma (a) for an equilibrium distribution at T = 0 K 
(kF = 1.61 aB1

), (b) for a high-energy boxlike distribution function with kl = 2.8 
aB1

, k2 = 3.5 aB1
, A = 0.2 (same carrier density as (a)), (c) for the sum of the 

distribution functions of (a) and (b). q is in units of aB1and w is in units of ER. 
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5.3 Extension to Two-Component Plasmas 

In this section we extend our investigations to the case of an electron-hole plasma 

with the mass parameters chosen for GaAs. The total intraband polarization is 

now P = Pe + Ph. The calculations discussed in the previous section are repeated 

with the same electron distributions plus the corresponding equal-density hole 

distributions (which are identical to the electrons when plotted as functions of 

momentum). For T = 0 K (figure 5.2) there are two-plasma modes, the essentially 

undamped optical plasmon which can be clearly seen in the figure and the heavily

damped acoustic plasmon which is difficult to see in the electron pair-continuum. 

Although the acoustic mode is strongly damped, Pinczuk, et al. [26] were able to 

observe this mode in a backscattering experiment in bulk GaAs. The undamping 

of this mode is shown in figure 5.2b, where a two-component nonequilibrium box

like distribution is considered. Here the acoustic plasmon dispersion lies above the 

hole pair continuum and in the undamping region of the electron pair continuum. 

This is essentially the situation studied in the previous chapter in connection with 

ultrafast scattering rates. 

The sums of the thermal and nonequilibrium distributions are shown in 

figure 5.2c. Although, by analogy to the one-component case, one might expect 

more than one undamped acoustic plasmon, we see only one such plasmon. This 

occurs because the undamped hole modes (modes of the heavier species) from the 

single component plasma occur within the pair continuum of the eletrons (the 

lighter species). Therefore, these two modes are damped in the two-component 

plasma. By choosing a distributions consisting of two boxes (like that above) 

but with neither box occupying the low k-states, it is possible for these modes 

to be undamped in the two-component plasma. In figure .J.3 we show plots of 

the dynamical structure factor which demonstrate this situation. The distribution 

function used for both electrons and holes is 

f(k) = 0.20(3.5 - k)0(k - 2.8) + 0.20(5.71 - k)0(k - 5.5). (5.5) 
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Figure 5.2: Same as figure 5.1 but for a two-component electron-hole plasma. As 
fuctions of k both components have identical distributions. 
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The structure factor clearly exhibits two undamped modes for both the electron 

(figure 5.3a) and hole (figure 5.3b) single-component plasmas. The difference 

occurs when the electrons and holes are combined to produce a two-component 

plasma (figure 5.3c) which now has 4 undamped collective modes (3 acoustic and 

one optical). In fact, it is possible to produce an arbitrary number of undamped 

acoustic modes by simply adding enough carefully-chosen peaked-structures to the 

distribution functions. 

5.4 Conditions for Acoustic Plasmon Undamping 

In equation (5.6) we write the structure factor in terms of the real and imaginary 

parts of the polarization (P = pI + iP"). 
_p" 

nS(q,w) = (1 _ Vqpl)2 + (VqP")2 (5.6) 

Plasmons occur at poles in S. While in principle, the plasmon dispersion could 

be gotten by setting the denominator equal to zero and solving for w in terms 

of q, arriving at an analytic expression for the plasma dispersion is very difficult. 

Fortunately, it is possible to determine the boundaries of the pair continuum (which 

occurs where P" # 0) exactly for the case of our simple box distribution. Since it 

is the pair continuum that Landau damps the plasmons this allows us to determine 

regions where a plasmon could exist undamped. At this point we should mention 

that while our analysis is exact only for distributions consisting of boxes, most real 

distributions can be characterized by a lower (~ kt} and upper (~ k2) occupied 

momentum state. 

If we substitute our model distribution (J(k) = A0(k - kl)8(k2 - k)) into 

equation (3.2) we arrive at 

o if kl < P± and k2 < P± 

F± = (ki - kf)/2 if kl > P± and k2 > P± 

(ki - pl)/2 if kl < P± and k2 > P± 

(5.7) 
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Figure 5.3: Density plots showing the logarithm of the dynamical structure factor 
for a (a) single component electron plasma, (b) single component hole plasma, 
and (c) two-component eletron-hole plasma. Darker regions correspond to higher 
values. The frequency w is plotted in units of ER and the wavenumber q is plotted 
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where p± = malw ± Ea(q)I/1i2q, and F+ and F_ are the first and second integrals 

in equation (3.2), respectively. To have P" = 0 we need to have F+ = F_. This 

will happen in regions where F+ and F_ both take on the first value or both take 

on the second value in equation (5.7). Working through the inequalities, we arrive 

at the following regions of undamping 

w > !l..!J. (k2 + 9.) 
rna 2 

W < !l..!J. (9. - k ) 
rna 2 2 if q > 2k2 (5.8) 

W < !l..!J. ( k _!l ) 
rna 1 2 if q < 2kl 

The first two conditions in (5.8) define the left and right boundaries of the pair 

continuum and depend only on the highest occupied momentum state. The third 

(circular cut-out) region depends on the lowest occupied momentum state and 

exists only if kl > O. 

In the case of a one-component plasma with a distribution consisting of 

two boxes (e.g., figure 5.lc) an undamped acoustic plasmon can only exist if 

there is an undamping region just above the thermal box pair continuum (the 

acoustic mode in this case is most closely associated with the thermal part of the 

distribution). This will occur if there is space between the upper boundary of the 

thermal box pair continuum and the lower boundary of the high-energy box pair 

continuum (i.e., in the cut-out region). This region, described mathematically by 

1i
2
q ( q) 1i

2
q ( q) - kF + - < w < - kl - - ,q < 2kt, 

ma 2 ma 2 
(5.9) 

is always present if kl > kF and grows larger as the difference between kl and kF 

Increases. 

In the case of a two-component plasma with both electrons and holes 

having the same nonequilibrium box distribution (e.g., figure 5.2b) we need an 

undamping region between the upper boundary of the hole pair continuum and 

the lower boundary of the electron pair continuum. This region is described by 

1i
2
q (q) 1i

2
q ( q) - k2 + - < w < - kl - - , q < 2kl 

mh 2 me 2 
(5.10) 
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and will only exist if lE2..k <!!!h. . 
1 me 

5.5 Stability of Collective Modes 

The stability of collective modes in classical plasmas (including those with model 

distributions like the ones used in this chapter) has been extensively investigated 

(see [27,28]). In a classical isotropic three-dimensional plasma all collective modes 

have been shown to be stable against small external fluctuations [28]. While, in 

general, the results for classical plasmas cannot be extended to quantum systems, 

we would expect the collective modes found in our calculation to be stable. 

In order to verify the stability of the modes shown in figure 5.3c we plot 

in figure 5.4 the imaginary part of the dielectric function versus the real part, for 

q = 0.4 a"i/ , letting w vary between positive and negative infinity. This type of plot 

is known as a Nyquist diagram, and is applicable to both quantum and classical 

plasmas [27, 29, 30]. Since f(q, Iwl ~ 00) ~ 1 a closed curve is formed. If there 

is an unstable mode then we expect that the origin (f = 0) will be enclosed within 

the curve. We notice from figure 5.4b that the origin is not enclosed by any loop, 

indicating that there are no unstable modes for this situation. 

5.6 Connection with Two-Stream Instability 

Interestingly, when studying the collective behavior of an e-h plasma in a dc elec

tric field, Pines and Schrieffer [31] noted the close relationship between acous

tic plasmon excitation and the more general two-stream instability in plasmas 

[32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Although it is not possible to have the two-stream instability 

in an isotropic 3D plasma, from a heuristic standpoint it is possible to under

stand the connection in terms of the results in this chapter. Loosely-speaking, the 
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Figure 5.4: (a) Nyquist diagram for two-component electron-hole plasma shown in 
figure 5.3c. In (b) we zoom in on the origin to illustrate that it is not enclosed by 
the curve. 
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two-stream instability occurs when two streams of particles with different aver

age energies interact. For the instability to occur it is necessary for there to be 

a minimum in the combined particle distribution when plotted as a function of 

energy. To understand this, consider a wave in the system. It interacts primarily 

with particles that have a velocity near its own group velocity. It gains energy 

from particles that are slightly faster and loses energy to particles that are slightly 

slower. If the number of particles that are a little faster is greater than the number 

that are slower then the energy gained via this interaction can be greater than that 

lost and the mode can grow. This is possible in regions just above the minimum 

in the particle distribution, where the slope is positive. 

If we look at the conditions for undamping of an acoustic plasmon in sec

tion 5.4 we see that they are similiar to those specified above. For a one-component 

plasma, an undamped acoustic plasmon was always possible if the distribution con

sisted of two "boxes" with some unoccupied states (Le., a minimum) in between. 

For the two-component case we required that!S2.k <!!!h. for there to be an un-
1 me 

damping region for the acoustic plasmon. To satisify the loose conditions for the 

two-stream instability mentioned above we actually would need (~) 2 < ~. Since 

k2 > kl this is a stronger condition than that required for the acoustic plasmon 

undamping. 
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CHAPTER 6 

COLLISIONLESS BOLTZMANN EQUATION 

To better understand collective modes in plasmas we shift our attention now to 

the collisionless quantum Boltzmann equation (CQBE). In this chapter we begin 

by deriving the equation and showing that it can be linearized to produce the 

Lindhart formula. We conclude by writing the CBQE for a one-dimensional system 

and presenting the numerical details of a program written to solve the CQBE. The 

study of one-dimensional plasma is of interest because they can be experimentally 

realized in semiconductor quantum wires l . 

6.1 Derivation of Collisionless Quantum Boltzmann Equation 

Following the method shown in chapter 6 of [10], we begin by writing the Hamilto

nian for a system of identical particles interacting via a potential V which depends 

only on the distance between pairs of particles, and perturbed by external potential 

U. 

H(t) - J dr :~ 'V1/;t(r, t) ·1/;(r, t) 

+~ J dr J d1'1/;t(r, t)1/;t(1', t)V(jr - 1'1)1/;(1', t)1p(r, t) 

J d1'n(r, t)U(r, t), (6.1) 

1 In principle, a quasi-one-dimensional system can be made by surrounding a thin wire of 
semiconductor with another semiconductor with a larger bandgap. This has the effect of confining 
the carriers of the low-bandgap material to stay within the wire. Such structures are referred to 
as quantum wires. In practice, they are usually made by first making a quantum well (Le., the 
2d equivalent of the quantum wire) and then etching away portions of the material, leaving a 
long qunatum confined structure with a small rectangular cross-section. 
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where 'ljJt(r, t) and 1/J(r, t) are the creation and annihilation operators for a particle 

at position r and time t. To find the time-derivative of 1/J we write 

iii 8'IjJ~~, t) = [1/J(r, t), H(t)]. (6.2) 

To carry out the commutator on the right hand side we make use of the following 

commutation relations for Fermions, 

['IjJ(r, t), 1/J(r', t)]+ - 0, 

[1/J t (r, t), 1/J t (r' , t) t - 0, 

[1/J(r, t), 1/Jt(r', t)]+ 8(r - r'). 

After a straightforward calculation we arrive at 

'J: 81/J(T, t) 
zn 8t 

_ _ li
2 

V 21/J 
2m 

+ J dr'V(1T - r'1)1/Jt(r', t)1/J(r', t)1/J(T, t) 
+U(r, t)'IjJ(r, t). 

Next, using the previous equation and its Hermitian conjugate, we write 

iii :t ('ljJt(R - r/2, t)1/J(R + r/2, t)) = 

- ~ V~· "\7r (1/Jt(R - r/2, t)1/J(R + r/2, t)) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

-J dr'V (IR - r/2 - r'1) (1/Jt (R - r/2, t)1/J t(r', t)1/J(r', t)1/J (R + r/2, t)) 

+ J dr'V (IR + r/2 - r'1) (1/Jt(R - r/2, t)1/JtU;f, t)1/J(r', t)1/J(R + r/2, t)) 

+ [U( R + r/2, t) - U( R - r/2, t)] (1/Jt (R - r/2, t )1/J( R + i~/2, t)) . (6.7) 

We now use 

f(p, R, t) - J dre- ip
.r (1/Jt( il - r/2, t )1/J(il + r/2, t)) 

J dre- ip'r f(T, il, t) (6.8) 
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as the definition of the Wigner function ([10]) and factor the four-operator products 

as 

(1jJt (R - r/2, t )1jJt(T', t)1jJ(T', t)1jJ (R + r/2, t)) ~ 

(1jJt( R - r/2, t)1jJ (R + r/2, t)) (1jJt(T', t)1jJ(T', t)) 

- (1jJt( R - r/2, t )1jJ(T', t)) (1jJt(T', t)1jJ (R + r/2, t)) . (6.9) 

Only the first term is kept in the factorization (the direct or Hartree term) - the 

second term (exchange or Fock term) is set to zero. The result is 

1i2 ........ .... 
--'\1 R . '\1 rf(r, R) 

m 

+ [Ue!J (R+ r/2) - UeJJ (R - r/2)] f(r,R) 

U(R) + J dR'V(IR - R'Dn(R'), 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

where n( R') = 2 L.p f(p, R') (a factor of 2 has been included in the definition of n 

to account for the two spin states available to electrons). Note that the effective 

potential UeJ J includes interactions between particles through an average field (e.g., 

an individual electron propagates in a force field due to the external potential and 

the average force due to all other particles in the system) and, as such, phenomena 

involving direct interaction between particles (like carrier-carrier scattering) are 

excluded. We can take the Fourier transform of (6.10) in both spatial dimensions 

to yield 

2-- ... 
_ Ii p . k f(p, k) 

m 

+ L: UeJJ(ij) [f(p - ij/2, k - ij) - f(p + ij/2, k - ij)] (6.12) 
if 

Ue!J(if) - U(ij) + V(q)n(ij) 

n(ij) - 2 L: f(p, q) 
if' 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

If we limit ourselves to dealing with one-dimensional systems the equation can be 

reduced to (while quantum wires do have a nonzero thickness, a one-dimensional 
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ifi af~, k) _ fi~k f(p, k) 
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+ J ~! UeJJ(q) [f(p - q/2, k - q) - f(p + q/2, k - q)] (6.15) 

UeJJ(q) - U(q) + V(q)n(q) (6.16) 

J dp' , 
n(q) - 2 271" f(p ,q). (6.17) 

Equation (6.10) can be solved in the limit of small external fields to 

produce the Lindhart (RPA) polarization. To show this we begin by writing the 

Wigner distribution (in frequency domain) as 

f(p, k, w) = fo(P}~wIO~k,O + ~ f(p, k, w) (6.18) 

where fo is the equilibrium solution of (6.12) when there is no external field. 

Substituting (6.18) into (6.12), and dropping terms that go like ~p or ~fU 

(because U is a small external perturbation) leads us to 
2 ...... 

fiw~f(p,k,w) = fi p.k~f(p,k,w) 
m 

+~UeJJ(k,w) [fo(p - k/2) - fo(p + k/2)] (6.19) 

~UeJJ = U(k,w) + V(q) ~ ~f(p, k,w). (6.20) 

Summing both sides over all p leads to 

~n(k w) = " fo(p - 1./2) - fo~p + 1./2) ~U (I. w) (6.21) 
, LJ fi fi2... k/ ef f , , 

p w- p. m 

where ~n(k,w) = Ep~f(p, k,w). Noting that the polarization is given by P(ij,w) = 
~n(ij,w)/~UeJJ(ij,w) we arrive at 

... " fo(p - 1./2) -2 fo ... (p + 1./2) P(k,w) = LJ 
p fiw - fi p. k / m 

(6.22) 

~ fo(p - I.) - fo(P} 
- p fiw + E(lp - kl) - E(p) 

(6.23) 

Except for an +i~ in the denominator, equation (6.23) is equivalent to the Lind

hard equation for the polarization (equation (2.17)). 
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6.2 Coulomb Potential in Quasi-One-Dimensional System 

To make use of equation (6.15) we need an expression for V(q), the Fourier 

transform ofthe Coulomb potential VCr') = e2/47rfor. Equation (6.15) was derived 

for an ideal one-dimensional system. Therefore it would seem natural to just take 

the one-dimensional fourier transform of VCr). But, since we are interested in 

doing calculations for quantum wires, which in fact have a nonzero thickness, we 

will use an approximate model potential instead. 

To derive the potential we begin by writing 

e2 100 dz e-iqz 

Vq --
( ) - 47rfo -00 Jx2 + y2 + Z2' 

(6.24) 

where z is the coordinate along the wire, and x and yare the coordinates perpen

dicular to the wire's axis. Noting that the denominator is an even function of z 

we get 

V(q) -
2e2 1000 dz cos(qz) 

47rfo 0 Jx2 + y2 + Z2 
(6.25) 

-
2e2 1000 dz cos( Jx2 + y2qZ) 

47r€0 0 J1 + Z2 
(6.26) 

- 2e2/(0(Jx2+y2q), (6.27) 
47r€0 

where /(0 is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function ((6.27) was gotten using 

integral tables in [37]). In our calculations we have used Jx2 + y2 = constant = 

wire thickness to help account for the thickness of the wire. Further discussion of 

this approximation for the Coulomb potential can be found in [38]. 

6.3 Numerical Technique 

A program was written to solve (6.15). The equation involves simple jumps of q 

and q/2 in the arguments of f. Therefore it can be converted to a discrete equation 
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involving no interpolation by choosing the same set of points for k and q, and a 

spacing between p points that is half that between q points. The result is 

where 

Wo 

A 

d 

initial fip,ik 

ikO 

Il(ip, ik) 

Iu(ip, ik) 

Nk 

i!;}.q ]UI:ik) 

21r iq=Il(ip,ik) 

Ueffiq 

[fip-iq,ik-iq - fip+iq,ik-iq] U ef fiq 

2!;}'p 2NI; 

- Uiq - Viq -2- 2: fipp,iq 
1r ipp=l 

{ 
4I<o(lkiqld) if iq i- 0 

o if iq = 0 

A [I: -iwot + I: iwot] /W: - Uiq,ikj 1re Uiq,ik;; 1re q 

indice of k-point closest to ko 

- indice of k-point closest to -ko 

external excitation frequency 

- amplitude of external excitation 

- quantum wire thickness 

- 21r6ik,ikOf(Pip) /Wq 

- indice of k-point at zero 

- M AX( -Nk, ip - 2Nk, ik - Nk, 1 - ip) 

- M I N(Nk' ip - 1, ik - 1, 2Nk - ip) 

- 2Nk + 1 

(6.28) 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

This discrete version of the equation implements zero boundary conditions in p 

and k space, which are equivalent to periodic boundary conditions in rand R 

space. In figure 6.1 the arrangement of p, k, and q points is shown. The spatial 

frequency of the external potential is chosen to coincide with one the k-points that 

f is defined at. The q = 0 term in the interaction piece of UeJ J is excluded to 
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Figure 6.1: Placement of k, q, and p points used III discrete version of 
one-dimensional collisionless Boltzmann equation. 

represent the influence of an average background charge in the system necessary 

to maintain charge neutrality. The time-integration was carried out using a 5th 

order adaptive step size Runge-Kutta technique from [13]. 

The choice of points to define the distribution at, with its different spacing 

for p and k points, implies that the box associated with r (spatial counterpart to 

p) is twice the size of that associated with R (spatial counterpart of k). While this 

is not physically reasonable (R and r should vary in the same size box), we have 

verified that the same results can be gotten with a code that has the same spacing 

of k and p points (and interpolating to get values of f between k points where it's 

defined). 

This second program for solving the CQBE with a different arrangement 

of points was written to investigate a different problem. In figure 6.2 we show 

the results of an early run of our first program for a situation where a damped 

plasmon mode is expected. (the results presented in this section are merely to aid 

in illustrating a problem in the numerics; a thorough discussion and presentation 

of the results follows in the next chapter) A damped sinusoidal oscillation in the 

density is clearly evident and its frequency compared well with that predicted 
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Figure 6.2: Plot of n(R = 0) versus time for an early run of the first code. 

by the linear theory (i.e., Lindhard formula). Unexpectedly, while the oscillation 

damps down to near zero amplitude, it doesn't stay there - there is a revival (at 

t = trevival). Closer examination shows that there is also something going on near 

trevival/2. After making several runs and closely examining plots of f(p, R) near 

the time of the revival we found that trevival ~ 7rmn/kik jD.P (where n is in units of 

ER · ps, m is in units of the reduced electron-hole mass, and the wavenumbers are 

in units of a'i/). This value is the time it would take the particles with the smallest 

p in the system (D.p/2) to travel one-half of the wavelength of the external field if 

they travelled as free particles, and is what would be expected if the revival stems 

from the finite number of spatial frequencies, p, used in the calculation. Because 

D.p/2 is also the spacing between the k point at which we excite the system and 

the closest p point in the system, we felt that this revival could be connected with 

a beating between these two momenta. A second program, that used identical 

sets of points for p and k, was run for the same situation. The results are shown 

in figure 6.3. We notice that it has qualitatively the same behavior. There a is 

damped sinusoidal plasmon mode. There is also a revival and a small disturbance 
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Figure 6.3: Plot of n(R = 0) versus time using the second code for the same 
situation as shown in 6.2. 

occuring at half the period of the revival. The only difference is that the revival 

now occurs with half the period of that in figure 6.2. This agrees well with the 

fact that the smallest nonzero value of p in the system is now ~p (i.e., the slowest 

moving particles in the system are now twice as fast as before). This confirms that 

the revival has nothing to do with any beating caused by the somewhat unphysical 

arrangement of points in the first code. In the calculations that follow we restrict 

ourselves to times before t revivat!2 so we need not worry about the effects of the 

revival stemming from the finite number of p points. The first code was used for all 

of the calculations presented in the next chapter because it achieves a particular 

value of trevival with less computational effort than the second code. 

Another important aspect of the numerics are the integration limits. We 

found that when performing the integration in the Lindhard formula to compare 

with results from the CQBE it was necessary to choose the same limits as for 

the integrations in the CQBE, to get close agreement of results (for runs where 

the linear theory was applicable). By varying the limits of integration in the 
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RPA we found that the maximum wavenumber used in the integration should 

be roughly three times the highest wavenumber with a noticable occupation, to 

insure an accurate answer. It was not feasible to integrate this far in the CQBE for 

computational reasons (essentially because trevival determines the p-point spacing 

independent of the limits chosen and the run time of the code scales as the number 

of points cubed). Using the Lindhard formula to test the effects of the smaller 

integration limits we found that predicted plasmon frequencies and the growth 

rates (for the case of the unstable mode discussed in the next chapter) could differ 

from the correct values by as much as 20%. 

In closing, we should also mention that the CBQE has been used by others 

to study transport in quantum-well resonant-tunneling diodes [39,40,41]. A quasi

classical method of arriving at the Wigner function approach to quantum ballistic 

transport can be found in [42]. 
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In this chapter we present the results of calculations done with the program de

scribed in section 6.3. We begin by showing that the program reproduces the 

results predicted by linear theory if the external perturbation is small enough. 

Results are shown for the case of a lightly damped plasmon and a mode that is 

predicted to be unstable by linear theory. Taking advantage of the fact that our 

program is valid in the nonlinear regime also, we then present calculations done for 

much larger external excitation potentials, showing where the linear theory breaks 

down. 

7.1 Lightly Damped Plasmon 

To verify that our program was working correctly we began by carrying out the 

time-evolution of the f(p, k) for a system with a lightly-damped plasmon. We 

initialized f to a T = 51( Fermi function with chemical potential of 0.4 ER in 

p and to be uniform in R (Le., f(p, k) = fFermi(p)Dk,O). The system was excited 

with a stationary (w = 0) external potential of spatial frequency ko = 0.6959aB1, 

switched on at t = o. A plot of the structure factor done using the linear theory 

(see figure 7.1) predicts a lightly-damped plasmon of frequency nw ~ 1.397 ER 

for this situation. In figure 7.2 we plot the density as a function of R (n(R) = 
J:' dp f(p, R)/7r) at t = 0 and two later times after the potential is switched on. 

A sinusoidal wave with the spacial frequency of the external potential is evident. 
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Figure 7.1: Plot of dynamical structure factor calculated using linear theory for a 
T = 5f( Fermi function with chemical potential of 0.4 ER • Quantum wire thickness 
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In figure 7.3 we show n(R = 0) as a function of time. A damped sinusoidal wave 

with frequency nw = 1.40ER (~ period of 703 fs) is clearly evident. Since the 

amplitude of the oscillations is less than 5%, it is not surprising that results agree 

well with the predictions of the linear theory. 

To avoid having any influence of the revival In the first 10 ps of this 

run, 97 k-points and 194 p-points were used. This relatively large number of 

points made it impractical to store f(p, R) for each time step. It was therefore 

saved only every 200 steps. Since these particular times at which it was saved 

did not correspond exactly to peaks or valleys in n(R, t), interpretation of the 

plots of f(p, R) is difficult. To get around this difficulty a second run was made 

using 37 k-points and 74 p-points. This allowed us to store f(p, R) for all time 

steps; the tradeoff being that we could only run out to about 4 ps before having 

to deal with the effects of the revival. In figure 7.4 we plot n(R = 0) as a 

function of time for this second run. In figure 7.5 f(p, R) is shown for the times 
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Figure 7.2: Plot of the carrier density n(R) as a function of position for t = 0 ps 
(solid curve), t = 1.77 ps (dashed curve), and t = 10.0 ps (dotted curve), calculated 
using one-dimensional collisionless Boltzmann equation. The system was excited 
by an external static potential of spatial frequency ko = 0.6959aB1 and amplitude 
0.05 ER switched on at t = O. Quantum wire thickness is 1.0 aBl. 

corresponding to the first peak in 7.4 and the valley following it. We note that 

the peak occurs when the higher p states at R = 0 are occupied in the Wigner 

function plot. Correspondingly, the low point in the oscillation of n(R = 0) occurs 

when these states are vacant. Thus, in this case, the plasmon stems primarily 

from the movement of the fluctuations in occupancy of the higher p states (states 

with momentum just above the Fermi momentum). These fluctuations travel in 

R with a speed approximately proportional to their momentum. The fluctuations 

in the lower p states (states with momentum just below the Fermi momentum) 

seem to contribute less to the plasmon mode because they move with too small a 

velocity (or perhaps they contribute to another plasmon mode which is dominated 

in this case by the other plasmon). Using this reasoning we would estimate the 

period of the plasmon to be roughly 500 fs in this case (assuming the fluctuations 

near p = laB1 are most important). The actual period observed is a little less 
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Figure 7.3: Plot of the carrier density at R = 0 (e.g., n(R = 0)) as a function of 
time corresponding to calculation shown in figure 7.2. 
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Figure 7.4: Plot of the carrier density at R = 0 (e.g., n(R = 0)) as a function 
of time. 37 k-points and 74 p-points were used for the calculation. An external 
potential of amplitude 0.1 ER and spatial frequency ko = 0.6486aB1 was switched 
on at t = O. Quantum wire thickness is 1.0 aBl. 
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Figure 7.5: Contour plots of the Wigner function, f(p, R), at t = 0.392 ps (top; 
time of the first peak in figure 7.4) and t = 0.792 ps (bottom; time of the minimum 
following the first peak). p is in units of the inverse Bohr radii (ai?) and R is in 
units of aBo 
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that 800 fs. But we have excluded the external potential from our estimate of 

how fast the high-p fluctuations travel. A particle with p = laB! has a kinetic 

energy of 0.7788 ER. In comparison, the amplitude of the external potential was 

0.1 ER. For a particle that was positioned at a low point in the external potential 

when it was switched on, this equates to a 0.2 ER potential barrier. If we take the 

particles in this region of p to have an energy of 0.6788 ER on average (to account 

for the average influence of the potential) we would predict a plasmon period of 

roughly 540 fs - still too small. This descepancy should not be surprising because 

we have excluded the effect of interactions from this simple estimate of the speed 

with which the high-p fluctuations travel. 

In figure 7.6 we plot f(p, R) for a later peak and valley pair. We note that 

because particles in different p states move with different velocities, "wave breaks" 

form in the Wigner function. These wave breaks reduce the size of extreme values 

that can be gotten when f(p, R) is integrated over p to yield n(R). This equates 

to a reduced amplitude in the plasmon mode, and suggests that the wave breaks 

in the Wigner function represent the damping of the plasmon. 

7.2 Growing Plasma Mode 

In [43] and [44] M. Bonitz, et al. demonstrate, using the linear theory, the 

existence of a plasma mode which grows when excited by a small external potential. 

This mode is found in plasmas with a distribution made up of a background thermal 

part (Le., Fermi function) and a nonequilibrium part peaked around a nonzero 

momentum. With the Lindhard formula for the polarization it is possible to predict 

the frequency and growth rate of the unstable mode by finding the zeros of the 

dielectric function €(q,w) = 1 - Vq P(q,w), for a particular value of q, in the 

complex w plane. In figure 7.7 we plot a carrier distribution function which is 

predicted to support an unstable mode. To determine the location of the zeroes 

in the dielectric function we plot in figure 7.8 the sign of the real and imaginary 
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Figure 7.6: As in figure 7.5, except with t = 1.907 ps (top; time at which a peak in 
the plasmon oscillation occurs) and t = 2.277 ps (bottom; time at which following 
minimum occurs). 
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Figure 7.7: Distribution function for one-component electron plasma predicted 
to support growing plasma mode. The distribution is made up of a T = 5K, 
JL = O.4ER Fermi function and a Gaussian (= Ae-(p-po)2/u2) with Po = 1.5aB\ 
u = 0.45aB1

, and A = 0.7. 

parts of f as a function of complex w. The zero in f occurs where all four shades 

of gray meet and is found to be w = 1.1175 + iO.OI88 (using a similiar plot, but 

"zoomed in" on the region around the zero). To test the limits of the linear theory 

a run was made for this distribution using our collisionless Boltzmann program. 

In figure 7.9 we show a plot of n(R = 0) versus time for this run. Also plotted is 

an exponential growth curve with the growth rate predicted by the linear theory. 

We note that there is a conspicuous growing sinusoidal mode and what appears 

to be a damped plasmon mode which shows up as a transient at early times. By 

comparing the amplitude of the oscillations in figure 7.9 at several times the 

growth rate found to be 0.019 ER. The frequency of the mode is measured to be 

1.116 ER • Both numbers agree very well with the predictions of the linear theory. 

Because its behavior differs somewhat from that of n(R = 0), in figure 7.10 we 

plot the kinetic energy density of the plasma as a function of time. We notice that 

while it initially oscillates with the same frequency as n(R = 0), at later times 
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Figure 7.8: Plot of the signs of the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function 
as a function of complex w for q = 0.7013aB l for the distribution function shown 
in figure 7.7 and a quantum wire thickness of 1.0 aBl. w' and w" are in units of 
ER • 

there seems to be a contribution at twice that frequency. This may be a result of 

nonlinear effects that only become significant after the amplitude of the oscillations 

grows beyond a certain point. Another interesting aspect of figure 7.10 is that the 

kinetic energy density is restricted to remain below a certain value. This makes 

sense if one considers energy conservation and the fact that the sum of the kinetic 

energy and electric field energy must be conserved. 

In an effort to better understand the reasons for the growing mode, a 

second run was made with fewer integration points so that the Wigner function 

could be stored for every time step. A different distribution function (plotted for 

t = 0 and other select times in figure 7.11) and external potential amplitude were 

used. In figure 7.12 the carrier density at R = 0 is plotted as a function of time 

showing the expected growing plasma oscillation. In figure 7.13 f(p, R) is plotted 

for two times, one corresponding to a valley in n(R = 0) and the other to a peak. 

A simple explanation of why the plasma mode grows, in terms of structures in 
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Figure 7.9: Plot of n(R = 0) versus time for initial distribution shown in figure 
7.7 (solid curve) and the exponential growth in the amplitude of the oscillations 
predicted using the Lindhard formula (dashed curve). 77 k-points and 154 p-points 
were used for the calculation. 

the Wigner function plots, has so far elluded us (much to the annoyance of the 

author). 

7.2.1 Effect of Increasing External Field Strength 

To illustrate the effects of increasing the external potential amplitude on the un

stable mode, we plot in figure 7.14 the results of calculations for four different 

external field strengths. The spacial frequency of the external potential was cho

sen to be ko = 0.696aB1 and the initial distribution was the same as in 7.11. The 

quantum wire thickness was reduced to 0.25 a"i/ in order to increase the growth 

rate of the unstable mode. 97 k-points and 194 p-points were used in the calcula

tions which corresponds to a revival time of tretlitlal = 23.5 ps (which implies that 

the effects of the small revival will not be seen until roughly 11.7 ps). For the 

case of a very small external field shown in 7.14a we see a simple growing mode 
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Figure 7.10: Plot of the kinetic energy density as a function of time correponding 
to results shown in figure 7.9. 
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Figure 7.11: Plot of initial distribution function. Conditions except for the initial 
distribution are same as for calculation shown in figure 7.4. 
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Figure 7.12: Plot of nCR = 0) as a function of time for calculation described in 
figure 7.11. 

as predicted by the linear theory. However as the field strength is increased we 

see in figure 7.14b dramatic changes. The mode is no longer sinusoidal after it 

grows beyond a certain amplitude. More importantly, we see that the mode stops 

growing and even begins to decline in amplitude. In 7.14c the turn around of the 

growing mode is even more evident, as is the presence of what appears to be several 

other frequency components in the response of the system. As we increase the field 

strength further (figure 7.14d) it becomes difficult to identify a growing mode in 

the results as the response of the system clearly includes several frequencies. 

In figure 7.15 we show plots of the Wigner function for two times from the 

run shown in 7.14d. The first of the plots ( 7.15a) shows strong "wave breaking", 

particularly along the center maximum of the distribution, while the second plot 

shows waves that seem to have broken up into islands. It is particularly interesting 

to note that the maximum values in the plots are above 1.0 by a significant amount 

(between 1.37 and 1.45) and similiarly, the minimum values are well below zero. 

This points out one of the strange features of the Wigner function - while loosely 
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Figure 7.13: Contour plots of f(p, R) for a time corresponding to a valley (top; 
t = 1.796 ps) and a peak (bottom; t = 2.179 ps) in n(R = 0, t) shown in figure 
7.12. 
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speaking, it is the probability of having a particle at position R with momentum 

p, it is also a quantum mechanical distribution and the simultaneous specification 

of p and R is not allowed with arbitrary precision. To get a crude estimate of 

how the size of those regions where f is outside the range 0 to 1 compares to the 

limits imposed by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, we use ~p ~ OAa'B1 and 

~R ~ 4aB as the dimensions of the extreme regions in figure 7.15a. Taking their 

product we arrive at fi~p~R ~ 1.6fi which is of the same order of magnitude as 

fi. If we integrate over p to get n(R = 0) we find that it is greater than zero for 

all times which we have examined. Similiarly if we integrate over R to get f(p) we 

find that it always lies between 0 and 1, as expected for Fermions. Therefore, while 

the behavior of the Wigner function may seem strange, the physically observable 

quantaties, f(p) and n(R = 0), have very reasonable behavior. 

In figure 7.16 we plot the distribution f(p) for t = 0 and two later times 

from the run shown in 7.14d. Because of the large amount of energy in the 

external potential, significant changes occur in the distribution function, including 

the appearance of some interesting structures. For runs where the external field 

amplitude is small there is no noticable reshaping of the distribution function. The 

fact that the distribution can change significantly without including carrier-carrier 

scattering is somewhat surprising. The distribution cannot, of course, relax to an 

equilibrium state because our equation is reversible. 
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Figure 7.14: Plots of nCR = 0) versus time for (a) A = O.OOIER, (b) A = O.OIER, 
(c) A = 0.25ER, and (d) A = 1.0En (where A is the amplitude of the external 
sinusoidal potential). 
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Figure 7.15: Contour plots of f(p, R) for t = 0.859 ps (top) and t - 1.826 ps 
(bottom) from calculation shown in figure 7.14d. 
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Figure 7.16: Plot of distribution function for t = 0 ps (solid curve), t = 0.935 ps 
(dashed curve), and t = 1.832 ps (dotted curve) from calculation shown in figure 
7.14d. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented the details of our research on carrier relaxation and collective 

phenomena in semiconductor e-h plasmas. The results of carrier-carrier scattering 

calculations for both near and far-from equilibrium situations have been shown. 

For near-equilibrium situations we have demonstrated that the relaxation time 

approximation (RTA) may be used in situations where the exact details of the 

distribution functions are not important. This is a very useful result because the 

RTA is often used as part of larger calculations where inclusion of the Boltzmann 

carrier-carrier scattering equation would be computationally impractical. We have 

shown that within our level of approximation, it is possible to get ultrafast scat

tering rates due to the reduced damping of the acoustic plasmon which can occur 

for certain highly-nonequilibrium distributions. We went on to further analyze the 

undamping of plasmons and specify the conditions necessary for an undamping 

to occur. This lead to the interesting result that there could be multiple acoustic 

plasmons in a two-component plasma. 

We went on to perform calculations of the time-evolution of the Wigner 

distribution in a one-dimensional electron plasma using the collisionless quantum 

Boltzmann equation. It was seen that for sufficiently small external excitations 

the results agreed well with the predictions of linear theory (e.g., Lindhard). A 

somewhat intuitive view of plasmon damping in terms of behavior observed in 

the Wigner distribution was provided. We went on the study the growth of an 

unstable plasma mode predicted by linear theory and its unexpected turn-around 

(not predicted by linear theory). 
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8.1 Future Improvements 

We would like to conclude by listing, in order of estimated difficulty, some possible 

improvements to the calculations and theory that could be addressed in the future. 

• Using the collisionless Boltzmann code to study other unstable situations 

such as the two-stream instabilities. This should be well within our capabil

ities using the existing code and may prove illuminating given that classical 

results exist with which to compare the quantum results that our code pro

duces. 

• Trying improved approximations for the Coulomb potential in the Id colli

sionless Boltzmann equation. Several other model potentials have been used 

for quantum wires and a comparison of results using different potentials may 

be of interest. 

• Including LO phonon emission/absorption in carrier-carrier scattering cal

culations. This is complicated mainly by the effects of the phonons on the 

screening of the Coulomb potential but otherwise is probably within the 

current computational capabilities. 

• Including exchange effects in carrier-carrier scattering. This is in fact sim

ple to do if the statically screened Coulomb matrix element is used. It be

comes complicated when the more realistic RPA-screened Coulomb potential 

is used, but probably is within the capabilities of current computers. 

• Going beyond binary collisions to include three-particle collisions and the 

first time retardation term (which appears at the same level of approxi

mation) in our carrier-carrier scattering calculations. This essentially leads 

to the Choh-Uhlenbeck equation (discussed in [7]). This would introduce 

further complications to screening. While at present this is probaply not 

computationally feasible, it may become so in the future. 
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• Writing a new version of the 3D Boltzmann scattering program based on 

some type of Cellular Automata algorithm (see e.g., [45] for an overview of 

the ideas and philosophy behind such algorithms). The author believes this 

is probably possible but has not been able to develope such an algorithm 

to date. The advantage would be that such a code could run efficiently on 

massively parallel computers. 
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APPENDIX. A 

MATERIAL PARAMETERS 

Except where noted, all calculations presented in this dissertation used bulk GaAs 

material parameters (list in table A.l). The exact choice of parameters is compli-

Parameter (units) Value 
electron mass (mo) 0.067 ,I 6.85 

12 2.1 

13 2.9 
averaged effective electron mass (mr) 1.284 
averaged effective hole mass (mr) 4.522 
€o 12.8 
band gap (ev) 1.35 
ER (10-3 ev) 4.2 . 
aB (A) 140.0 

Table A.l: Material parameters used in calculations. ER is the exciton Rydberg 
energy, aB is the exciton Bohr radius, mo is the free electron mass, and mr is the 
reduced mass. 

cated because GaAs has a heavy-hole and light-hole band that are degenerate at 

k = O. Additionally, the GaAs conduction band has a second minimum in its dis

persion at a value of k > 0, and the bands do not have perfect azimuthal symmetry 

(Le., they are warped). Since our calculations a.re limited to a two-band parabolic 

band model (due to computational complexity) the bulk hole mass is chosen to 

represent both hole bands (e.g., mh,eJj = mo/({I - ({2 + 13)/2) where the Ii are 

the Luttinger parameters for GaAsj see [46] for more information on the selection 
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of mass parameters) and the second minimum in the conduction band is ignored. 

For conveinence most of our programs used excitonic units. In such units 

the single particle energy is Eer(k) = P/mer ER where k is in all and mer is in 

units of the electron-hole reduced mass. 
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